Landscape Ecology Principles in Landscape Architecture and Land-Use Planning
Synopsis

Instream Flow Protection is a comprehensive overview of Western water use and the issues that surround it. The authors explain instream flow and its historical, political, and legal context; describe current instream flow laws and policies; and present methods of protecting instream flow.
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Customer Reviews

Quick read if you want to avoid digging through peer-review journals to learn the same principles.

This book covers everything one needs to know about landscape processes and its dynamics without exhaustive research. It's a pretty quick and easy read. A perfect addition to any landscape architect's shelf.

This was among a few other required course books and this one by far is the best to give you visual understanding of the inner workings of landscape ecology. This is a perfect book for Landscape Architects as well as anyone else with an interest in the subject.

every LA should have this reference book ... a pocket guide

The book I received is entirely written in the inside, and also underline. So the outside looks perfect but to study under others criteria, is not my better idea about studying. This disappoint myself.